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ABSTRACT This study proposed the use of coplanar waveguide Ultrawide-band strawberry artistic shaped
printed monopole (SAPM) antenna with a single-layer frequency selective surface (FSS) as the metallic
plate to improve the gain of antenna application. The intersection of six cylinders is used to structure the
strawberry artistic shaped radiating element, which leads to enhancing the antenna bandwidth. The proposed
FSS reflectors used a 10 × 10 array with the unit cell of 6mm × 6mm in introducing a center-operating
frequency. This study used the FR4 substrate with coplanar waveguide (CPW) fed to print the proposed
antenna, which provided a wide impedance bandwidth of 8.85 GHz (3.05–11.9GHz) that covers the licensed
Ultrawide-band. The proposed FSS transmitted a stop-band transmission coefficient, which is below−10 dB
with the linear reflection phase over the bandwidth in the range from 3.05 GHz to 11.9 GHz. The UWB
SAPM antenna with FSS reflector showed an improvement from 1.65 dB to 7.87 dB in the lower band and
6.3 dB to 9.68 dB in the upper bandwith an enhancement of 6.22 dB. The gain value is enhanced by the gaping
between the antenna and FSS, which has an approximately constant gain response through the band, the gain
is sustained among 7.87 dB to 9.68 dB. The total dimension of the antenna is 61mm×61mm×1.6 mm.
The proposed antenna structure provides the directional and balanced far-field pattern, which is suitable for
Ultrawide-band (UWB) applications and ground-penetrating radar (GPR) applications.

INDEX TERMS UWB SAPM antenna, FSS reflector, gain, reflection phase, FSS array, stop-band.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrawide-band (UWB) is a telecommunication technology,
which is used in wireless communicating networking to reach
high rate bandwidth connections using a low level of energy
consumption. The UWB was initially designed for commer-
cial radar. UWB technology has many functions, including
wireless personal area networks (PAN) and consumer elec-
tronics. After its first success in the middle of the 2000s,
UWB radio becomes a developing technology with exclu-
sive smart structures such as radar, wireless communica-
tions, and medical engineering areas [1], [2]. Before the year
2001, UWB was essential in military applications. After the
year 2002, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
allows the commercial use of UWB bandwidth to the public.
Moreover, the FCC allowed the use of the UWB spectrum,
which is within 3.1 GHz and 10.6 GHz in America [3].
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The low frequency of spectral density is ideal for short-range
communications. However, this function requires high
gain antennas, accompanied by extremely stable radiation
properties [4].

The UWB electronic devices use planar antennas, predom-
inantly monopole [5] and slot, [6], which are feeds by a
coplanar waveguide (CPW) [7], [8], for the features such as
compressed dimension, low profile and low production cost,
andUltrawide impedance bandwidth. Unfortunately, this type
of antennas can cause severe impedance mismatch when
they are placed near metallic surfaces. Moreover, low profile
antennas transmit low frequencies, which have low gain and
poor directivity [9]–[11]. Specific applications require UWB
antennas with high directivities, such as ground-penetrating
radar (GPR). The high antenna gains and the utmost radiation
in the broadside orientation is able to improve the penetra-
tion of the transmitted electromagnetic (EM) wave from the
GPR transmitting antenna. The improvement can enhance
the mitigation of soil altitude by expanding the frequency
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of the process. Besides that, the device should maintain
wider operational bandwidth to improve the lateral resolution
of GPR.

The gain and the directivity of printed UWB antennas
are improved by FSSs. Besides that, FSSs can safeguard the
electronics below them. The overall system compactness is
developedwhen the FSS separates the antenna and thereabout
the metal surfaces before placing the printed antenna nearby
the metal surfaces. FSSs are metasurfaces that exhibit an
instantaneous response created by the replication of a pre-
designed cell element. They function as a derivative filter
(also known as Spatial Filter) that allow electromagnetic
waves to transmit (pass-band filter) or reflect them (stop-
band filter) [12], The filtering frequency depends on the
arrangement as well as radiating element size, shape, and
type, as well [13]. Frequency selective surface can use the
ultra-wide stop-band by way of reflectors for UWB antennas.

Furthermore, FSS is able to observe the reflected wave in
safeguarding constructive interference at the antenna surface
over the reflection characteristics. To achieve high gain and
to improve the front-to-back ratio, several existing design
techniques have been introduced into FSSmetasurface design
and presented as a metallic reflector such as Mu near-zero
(MNZ) [14], metasurface metallic reflector [15], superstrate
Anisotropic metasurface [16], etc. The three limitations of
FSSs are their large size, narrow bandwidth, and difficulty of
design. It is challenging to realize the wideband single-layer
FSS exists in the literature. However, to get a UWB response,
the multi-layer configuration is used.

There are many current studies on several multi-layer
FSS designs for UWB applications [17]–[20]. A double FSS
layer is presented in [17], which provides the bandwidth
of 10.35 GHz in 3.05GHz–13.4GHzwith a gain enhancement
of 2 dB to 4 dB. However, the design is too bulky, and the gain
variation is not stable through the UWB band, the level of
complexity with the FSS reflector is also enhanced. Previous
studies presented three-layer, four-layer, and five-layer FSSs
structures in [18], [19], and [20], respectively. Themulti-layer
FSSs provide UWB response, but they have limited practical
use in recent communication gadgets due to their mass, com-
plexity, and high-cost.

The single substrate layer is used to build the FSS for its
compactness, which has a broad frequency response. More-
over, single-layer FSS can be easily integrated into mod-
ern portable electronics and communication gadgets. Lately,
Some UWB FSS single-layer reflectors are designed to
deliver flat gain in the Ultrawide-band frequencies [21]–[24].
In [21], A multi FSS single layer reflector is presented,
which provides the bandwidth of 8.5 GHz in 2.5GHz –
11GHz with a constant gain enhancement of 5.5 dBi. How-
ever, the design is too bulky and complicated with the size
of 82.5 mm × 82.5 mm for the first single-layer reflec-
tor (FSS1) and 62.5 mm × 62.5 mm for the second layer
reflector (FSS2). Abdulhasan [22] proposed to study the
use of a single-layer FSS with CPW feed by modified the
square-loop structure on the FR4 substrate with a dimension

of 11mm × 11mm × 21.6 mm. The fractional bandwidth
was 6.8GHz (3.8-10.6GHz) and 3.5 dBi of improvement gain.
However, the gain was poor, and the large air gap is realized,
Tahir [23] proposed a novel single layer FSS reflector to
achieve the bandwidth of 9 GHz in 3GHz – 12GHz and
the improvement gain of 4 dBi, with a large FSS unit cell
of 14mm × 14mm. This reference [24] provides a circular
monopole slotted antenna with FSS to obtain high wideband
gain applications. The antenna with FSS has a wide band-
width range of 10.5 GHz in 3.5GHz – 14GHz with the max
gain of 5 dBi and the overall size of the antenna with the
dimension of 64 mm × 56 mm × 1.6 mm.

This study used a compact frequency selective sur-
face (FSS) reflector, which is printed on an FR4 single layer
to achieve a stop-band characteristic over an Ultrawide-band
frequency range from 3.05 GHz – 11.9 GHz. The structure
of the FSS is simple and easy to simulate as follows: 1) the
actual size of the proposed FSS is 6 mm × 6 mm × 1.6mm,
and 2) the electrical dimensions of the cell-element is
0.15 λ0× 0.15 λ0 × 0.04 λ0. A distance of half wave-length
conforming to the center frequency about 7.5 GHz was
selected for optimization. The proposed FSS reflector with
10 × 10 array size of 61mm × 61mm × 1.6mm was used
as a CPW UWB antenna to obtain a significant-high average
gain of 9.68 dB, which is close to flat gain variation in the
whole UWB frequencies. The following is the structure of
this paper: 1) subsection 2 presents the design configuration
of the proposed antenna and FSS, including the variation
height (S), numbers of the unit cell (N.C), equivalent circuit
(EC), metallic FSS array reflector, and the effects of surface
current distributions; 2) subsection 3 presents the finalized
UWB SAPM antenna with FSS single layer reflector; and
3) subsection 4 summarizes the research conclusion.

II. DESIGN CONFIGURATION
The advantages of monopole antenna are low profile, sim-
ple design, and ease of integration into the circuit board.
However, its low gain and narrow bandwidth are unsuitable
for UWB and GPR application band.

This section discusses the configuration and design prin-
ciple of the UWB SAPM antenna with an FSS reflector to
increase of gain over an ultra-wideband frequency range. This
study used CST Studio Suite R©EM analysis software tool in
designing and modeling work. Moreover, a parametric study
of the proposed FSS cell element was conducted utilizing the
ultra-wideband ranges of (3.05 – 11.9) GHz. The design and
characteristics of the single-layer FSS were investigated as
the Metallic plate array for UWB applications.

A. UWB SAPM ANTENNA DESIGN CONFIGURATION
Fig. 1(A) indicates the structure of the UWB SAPM antenna
and Fig. 1(B) presents the arrangement of the UWB SAPM
antenna with an FSS single layer reflector. The dimension of
the SAPM antenna is W × L of 26 mm × 26 mm × 1.6 mm.
The strawberry artistic radiated patch is made from
six cylinders with the following structure: first three
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FIGURE 1. The structure of SAPM antenna with FSS single layer reflector:
(A) SAPM antenna and (B) SAPM antenna with FSS reflector.

TABLE 1. The specification of the suggested SAPM antenna with FSS
reflector.

cylinders (RW1), second two cylinders (RW2), and third
cylinder (RW3) that created the licensed ultra-wideband
(3.05 – 11.9GHz) besides that, it helps to improve the
impedance matching between the feed-line and the radiated
patch. For the design of the antenna with coplanar-fed, the
sides of the feed line were placed with two copper ground
plane by a distance of Gr. Table 1 shows all the parame-
ters. The equivalent cylindrical parameters of the proposed

strawberry artistic patch were derived using Equa-
tion (1) [25]:

r =
[2× R× sin (α)× cos3 (α)]

π
,

R =
S1

[2× sin(α)]
, L = 2R(1) (1)

fL =
C
λ
=

7.2
[(L + r + p)× k]

GH z (2)

Equation (2) is used by determining the area of the
printed antenna and the corresponding cylindrical monopole
antenna (CMA) to determine the decreased band edge (FL)
of the suggested antenna. L is the height of the printed
monopole antenna, r is indicating to the effective radius of
a corresponding to the CMA, and the feed gap is stated by p.
The rectification factor k is equal to 1.2, which is fixed for the
dielectric substrate (FR4 material). This study selected the
strawberry artistic patch shaped monopole antenna to func-
tion at the front side of the FSS array reflector as a radiator.

The proposed UWB SAPM antenna acts as a radiator, and
it’s designed on the FR4 substrate, which has a dielectric
constant of 4.5 and dielectric loss (tan (δ)) of 0.02. Both
the antenna and FSS layer have a similar thickness of the
substrate (H=Hs=1.6mm) and materials (FR4 Substrate).
The planned radiating structure has a rounded monopole
antenna fed by 50 Ohm Coplanar Waveguide (CPW) and the
FSS reflector with the dimensions of Ls. A set of uniform
10 × 10 unit cells is placed at the bottom of the single dielec-
tric layer. The space between the FSS unit cell was carefully
selected to obtain a constant impedance match. Besides that,
the impedance of the monopole antenna is matched by means
of a quarter wave-length (λ/4) transformer. The single-layer
FSS reflector is covered by the UWB SAPM patch antenna
at a space height (S).

FIGURE 2. The structure of the suggested FSS.

B. FSS UNIT CELL DESIGN CONFIGURATION
FSS has planar periodic structures that are repeated in either
one dimension or two dimensions. It has unit cells that are
repeated consistently [13]. The resonance of FSS structures
can be characterized by size, shape, and spacing between
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FIGURE 3. A parametric study of FSS cell unit: (A) conventional patch structure (CPS), (B) complementary loop structure (CLS), and (C) optimum square
loop structure (OSLS).

the elements. They can reflect, transmit, or absorb the elec-
tromagnetic radiation. Besides that, the angle of incidence
and polarization can affect the resonance. The dielectric that
supports the FSS structures can also change the resonance.
Generally, there are two types of FSS: 1) slot type that func-
tions as a high pass filter; and 2) patch that works as a low pass
filter. The formation of the suggested FSS unit cell is shown
in Fig 2. The unit cell is printed using a square FR4 substrate
with dielectric-constant (εr) of 4.5, loss tangent (tanδ) of 0.02,
a thickness of 1.6 mm, and a dimension of 6 mm × 6 mm.
This study investigated the unit cell using CST-software to

create an improved design of FSS that has a large bandwidth
with a linear reflection phase. The first phase designed a
unit-cell based on the conventional patch structure (CPS),
which is further optimized through analytical modeling and
simulations. The optimized design can obtain a stop-band
at 9 GHz with a bandwidth of 8.5 GHz from 5.5 GHz to
14 GHz that achieves S21 < −10 dB, as shown in Fig. 4(A)
The transmission coefficient (S21) is reduced at a lower and
higher frequency. Moreover, the overall size of the CPS is
6 mm × 6 mm of copper. The second phase step adjusted the
unit cell to obtain a complementary loop structure (CLS).
Fig. 4(B) shows that the stop-band at 9 GHz becomes more
significant with −48 dB, and the response of CLS has
achieved a stop-band at 9 GHz of 9.7GHz bandwidth from
4.3GHz to 14GHz. However, the CLS response is still weak
at the higher frequency, and it did not achieve the UWB
stop-band (3.1-10.6) GHz. The final step decreased the length
of the square loop to obtain an optimum square loop structure
(OSLS), The bandwidth of the unit cell was improved to
create a stop-band for the whole Ultrawide-band of band-
width 8.85GHz from 3.05 GHz to 11.9 GHz as presented
in Fig. 4(C).

Fig. 5. (A) shows the designate boundary and symmetry
condition to clarify the behavior of the projected FSS. For
the FSSs, the reflection phase is crucial for the improvement
of antenna applications. In order to offer a phase reflection to
the antennas, the phase of the FSS has to be linearly reduced.

Fig. 5. (B) shows the proposed FSS that achieved a linearly
declining phase from 3.05 GHz to 11.9 GHz.

C. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT (EC)
The geometry of frequency selective surface (FSS) pre-
sented in Fig. 6(A), which is designed and investigated over
an equivalent circuit (EC) of loop-FSS cell element. The
equivalent circuit-model with chunked parts, such as induc-
tance (LFSS) and capacitance (CFSS) of a square loop FSS
cell element, is presented in Fig. 6 (B) contingent upon a
transverse magnetic (TM) modes incident wave on the reflec-
tor, the columnar sectors facing up of loop perform a function
as a CFSS. In contrast, the horizontal sectors perform a
function as an LFSS. The variables of CFSS and LFSS are
computed using equation (3) and equation (4) as assumed
in [26], where Ce = 5.8 mm; Lh = 5.8 mm, Z1 = 0.6 mm;
Z2 = 1.2 mm and g = 0.25 mm are estimated for the loop
FSS cell element parameters as indicated in Fig. 6 (A).

XLFSS
Z0

= ωLFSS
Ce
Lh

cos (θ i)F (Lh, 2Z2, λ, θi) (3)

BCFSS
Y0

= ωCFSS = 4
Ce
Lh

sin (θ i)F(Lh, s, λ, θi)εe (4)

F (Lh,W , λ, θi)

=
p
λ

[
In
(
cos sec(

πW
2Lh

)
)
+ G (Lh,W , λ, θi)

]
(5)

G (Lh,W , λ, θi)

=
1
2
×

(1− β2)
2
[
(
1− β2

4

)
(A+ + A−)+ 4β2A+A−](

1− β2

4

)
+ β2

(
1+ β2

2 −
β4

8

)
(A++A−)+2β6A+A−

(6)
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FIGURE 4. Reflection and transmission coefficients for the optimized
steps of FSS structure: (A) conventional patch structure (CPS),
(B) complementary loop structure (CLS), (C) optimum square loop
structure (OSLS).

With,

A± =
1√

1± 2p sin θ
y − ( pcosθy )2

− 1 (7)

β = sin (
πw
2p

) (8)

Given that Z1 and Z2 are along with horizontal sectors and
columnar sectors, accordingly, Z1 has employed for Trans-
verse Electric (TE) modes, and Z2 is used for Transverse
magnetic (TM)modes wave incidence for estimation of LFSS
and CFSS. The Ce and w variables in eq.(5) up till eq.(8)
need to be substituted by the favorable inputs characterized
in eq.(3) and eq.(4) moreover, the value of parameters Ce,
Z2 and g are maintained constant and designed using equiv-
alent circuit (EC).

D. METALIC FSS ARRAY REFLECTOR
This study had successfully simulated the metallic FSS array
reflector with different amounts of 1) unit cells (N.C), and
2) spaces(S), among the antenna and the metallic reflector
after upgrading the transmission coefficient and reflection
coefficient of the suggested FSS structure. Then, the UWB
SAPM antenna was mounted on the FSS array reflector to
obtain high gain and directional radiations over UWB fre-
quencies. A comprehensive parametric study was carried out
to determine the best values of its spaces from the antenna
and the number of unit cells. The outcomes of these studies
are presented next.

First, the influence of the space between the antenna and
the metallic reflector on the Ultrawide-band is investigated
within a parametric study of the reflection coefficient (S11)
of the antenna for various amounts of ‘‘S’’ as displayed
in Fig. 7(A). As predicted, the FSS unit cells influence the
matching band of the antenna as when ‘‘S’’ increases, the
antenna bandwidth also increases. Moreover, the effect of
the ‘‘S’’ parameter on the gain performance of the antenna
is depicted in Fig. 7(B), where the realized gain, over the
Ultrawide-band, is computed for different amounts of ‘‘S’’
This indicates that the gain turns differently across the oper-
ational band, which can be defined by the fact that the
phase change computed by S is a function of frequency.
As in summary, we can conclude that the operating band
and the value of the peak realized gain of the antenna are
incredibly reliant on how far the antenna is from the metallic
reflector.

In other words, the radiations from the antenna are
reflected by the FSS, which is placed under the antenna
(radiator). The Front-to-Back Ratio (F/B Ratio) and the direc-
tivity of the proposed UWB antenna are improved by the
FSS that reflects waves in the phase with radiated waves
by the antenna. When the frequency increases, the antenna’s
radiated wave close up FSS also grows. The growth of
frequency causes the decline of reflected-waves for the sup-
portive interference at the antenna plane. The designed reflec-
tion phase in Fig. 5(B), predicted a linear decrease in the
reflection phase of the FSS. Hence, the reflected-waves for
the supportive interference at the antenna plane can be con-
trolled by the proposed FSS. When studying the condition
of productive intervention, it is important to take note on the
height among the FSS and the radiator using the following
equation:

ϕFSS = −2βS = 2nπ n = . . .− 2,−1, 0, 1, . . .

(9)

where ϕFss is the reflection phase by the FSS, S is the
height among the FSS reflector and the radiator, and β is the
propagation wave consonant in the open-space. When S is
close to (λ /2), when lambda (λ) is the wave-length equivalent
to the frequency at the reflected plane ϕfss turns to zero.
afterwards, both sides of Eq. (1) are equal. The reflection
phase of the FSS equals to zero at 5 GHz. The value of S
is 10 mm (λ /2) to satisfy Eq. (9). This study conducted
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FIGURE 5. (A) Simulation of the unit cell and (B) predicted reflection phase and transmission coefficient (S21).

FIGURE 6. Loop FSS. (A) geometries (B) EC.

a comprehensive parametric study with different heights (S)
of 5mm, 10mm, 15mm, 20mm, and 25 mm between the
antenna and the reflector. The final stage uses the perfect
height of 10 mm, which is (λ /4) that provides a comfortable
response for the entire bandwidth.

The dimension of the FSS unit cells limits the overall size
of the antenna. Hence, an in-depth analysis of the effects
of the established FSS unit cell size on the given perfor-
mance was achieved; the outcomes of this study are presented
in Fig. 8, Fig. 8(A), which represents the reflection coeffi-
cient (S11) of the overall antenna with various amounts of
unit cells (N.C), showing that the appropriating band of the
antenna is primarily influenced by the part of the FSS that is
placed immediately below the antenna, which means when
FSS dimensions surpass those of the antenna. The antenna
bandwidth becomes a standalone of the FSS dimension. The
reflective performance of the FSS unit cell is figured by
taking into account the unlimited FSS dimensions, which
cannot be achieved where finite-size structures are needed.

FIGURE 7. Simulation Parametric studies of parameter S: (A) S11 for a
various number of the space S (B) realized gain for a different amount of
the space S.

Nevertheless, by adding a large number of element cells,
unlimited sizes can be approximated. Although the dimen-
sion of the FSS changes the radiation performance of the
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FIGURE 8. Simulation Parametric studies of parameter N.C: (A) S11 for a
various number of unit cells N.C (B) realized gain for a different number
of unit cells N.C.

antenna significantly, as presented in Fig. 8(B), into a para-
metric study of the antenna gain, showing that as the num-
ber of FSS unit cells increases, the gain also improves
across the whole UWB band. Finally, the single-layer FSS
reflector has 100 elements (10 × 10) array with better
impedance-matching when compared with (9 × 9 = 81 ele-
ments), (8 × 8 = 64 elements), (7 × 7 = 49 elements) and
(6 × 6 = 36 elements).

Fig. 9. Shows the present arrangement on the metallic
sheet at various frequencies to study the reflectionmechanism
of the considered FSS structure with/without the antenna.
However, it is revealed that the exited current flow is more
energetic in the inner edge of the FSS unit cell, as displayed
in Fig. 7(A). It can also be pointed out that the current is more
saturated at the feed-line and lower side of the strawberry
patch, as displayed in Fig. 7(B). The FSS reflector has a high
current flow, and the surface current has an even arrangement
of the antenna.

FIGURE 9. Simulated surface current at 3.1 GHz and 11 GHz for the
following: (A) FSS unit cell only (left side operates at 3.1 GHz and the
right at 11GHz), and (B) metallic FSS layer reflector with SAPM antenna
(left size operates at 3.1 GHz and the right at 11GHz).

FIGURE 10. Fabricated prototypes for the following: (A) UWB SAPM
antenna, (B) single-layer FSS reflector, and (C) UWB SAPM antenna with
metallic single-layer FSS reflector.

III. UWB SAPM ANTENNA WITH METALLIC FSS SINGLE
LAYER REFLECTOR AND MEASUREMENTS
This study had validated the simulation outcomes for both
UWB SAPM antenna and UWB SAPM antenna with
Metallic FSS single layer reflector in determining the
characteristics of the fabricated strawberry artistic shaped
printed monopole antenna. The finalized UWB SAPM
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